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The Comprehensive Mobile Forensic Solution

At a Glance

Comprehensive Extraction of Critical Data
With UFED Logical, users can extract a wide variety of

Thorough logical extraction of mobile phone data,

data in a strictly ‘read-only’ process from phone and

including contacts, SMS messages, photos, videos, call

SIM memory:

Upgrade from UFED Logical
to UFED Ultimate
UFED Logical users can upgrade to UFED

logs, audio files, ESN, IMEI, ICCID, IMSI and more

Phone password extraction

Unrivalled coverage & compatibility, with support for

Call logs (received, dialed, and missed) including SIM

all major mobile platforms, including: iOS, Android,

deleted call log history

includes a firmware update, additional

Windows mobile, BlackBerry, Palm OS and Symbian,

Phone details (IMEI / ESN)

special data cables and the UFED Physical

including legacy phones

Phonebook entries

Analyzer tool. An upgrade to the Ultimate

Logical extraction from a wide range of knock-offs

Text messages (SMS), including SIM deleted messages

pack enables physical memory

and MTK based devices

Images, video & audio files

extraction, file system

Frequent updates to ensure compatibility with new

Image geotags

extraction, GPS extraction

phones as they are introduced into the market

ICCID and IMSI

and advanced analysis

Report Manager – advanced report generator

SIM location information: TMSI, MCC, MNC, LAC

capabilities.

Ultimate by acquiring the UFED Physical
upgrade kit. The UFED Physical upgrade kit

SIM ID cloning circumvents missing SIM card, PINlocked SIMs and neutralizes the phone from any

The Comprehensive
Mobile Forensic
Solution

network activity during analysis
Portable, simple to use – no PC required

flexible mobile forensics, Cellebrite’s
Universal Forensic Extraction Device (UFED)
is a standalone device for simplified

The UFED Report Manager enables you to save, print,
export, and analyze the extracted data.
Concise, easy-to-analyze reports are generated in

The Cellebrite Advantage
Multilingual user interface in 20 languages

HTML, XLS or XML format, providing an organized
printout for use as a courtroom reference.

HTML reports in 27 languages

Addressing the growing need for fast,

UFED Report Manager

MD5 and SHA256 hash signatures for data
verification

Reports also include important fields such as time and
date of extraction, agent or officer who performed
the extraction, logo and department and case number.
The report information can be customized by adding

Also Available in a Ruggedized Edition

additional important information to meet your needs.

UFED Logical Ruggedized edition includes protective

extraction of mobile phone data.

rubber housing for improved grip, a rugged carrying case,

In use by military, law enforcement,

and is fully equipped with all required accessories such as

governments, and intelligence agencies

faraday bag, phone charger kit, integrated battery with

Using the built-in SIM reader,

across the world, UFED Logical enables

up to 5 hours operating time, multi card reader and more.

the UFED’s SIM identification
cloning feature allows data extraction

extraction and analysis of invaluable
evidentiary evidence from mobile phones.
Extracting forensic data in a logical manner

SIM ID Cloning

RUGGEDIZED KIT

STANDARD KIT

from phones with PIN locked SIMs, missing
SIM cards, or for neutralizing the phone from
any network activity during analysis.

Now includes
UFED Phone Detective
A complimentary software provided as part of
the UFED Logical kit, UFED Phone Detective
helps investigators quickly identify a mobile
phone type and model, at the outset of an
investigation, eliminating the need to open
up the phone and risk phone lock. This is
achieved by the user answering up to 8 visual
queries relating to the physical attributes of
the phone (such as Form Factor, Brand, Size,
etc.) or by entering the Type Allocation Code
(TAC). The Phone Detective then quickly sorts
through the vast phone database and
identifies the investigated phone, its make
and model.

and presenting it with the integrity of the
data intact ensures that the evidence will
be admissible in court.

KIT CONTENTS: UFED Device - Cable Kit - Power Supply - Carrying Bag - Cable Organizer - UFED Report Manager – UFED Physical Analyzer - UFED
Phone Detective software - User Manual - Cleaning Brush for Phone Connectors- Bluetooth Dongle –USB Flash Drive - Car Power Adaptor - SIM
ID Cloning Cards x5 – MicroSIM adapter - UFED Protective Cover* – Ruggedized Carrying Case* – Battery Set* – Phone Charger Set *– Faraday
Bag* – SIM ID Cloning Cards x 10* UFED Memory Card Reader*
* Available in Ruggedized edition only
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